
Summary / Objectives:

Molten Salt Reactor Safety Evaluation
- A US Perspective

Reactor safety is evaluated to demonstrate that a plant’s operation does not 
present significant additional risk to the life and health of the public. Reactor 
safety evaluation historically focused on maintaining adequate containment of 
radionuclides during the maximum credible accident. However, as progressively 
larger light water-cooled reactors (LWRs) were developed in the 1960s, the 
increased potential for catastrophic accidents necessitated expanding the safety 
adequacy from the containment of radionuclides under all conditions to the 
prevention of accidents and the mitigation of their consequences. Either a 
deterministic or probabilistic pathway could be taken to demonstrate the safety 
adequacy for US molten salt reactors (MSRs). The deterministic pathway relies on 
adapting accepted minimum design criteria for LWRs to MSRs, whereas the 
probabilistic pathway relies on adequately modeling the risks of MSR accidents to 
discern what can occur, how likely it is to occur, and the consequences of its 
occurrence. MSR designs as envisioned have a readily apparent high degree of 
passive safety. Their combination of low pressure, low stored energy within 
containment, negative reactivity feedback, and effective passive decay heat 
removal substantially reduces the potential for cascading and escalating events. 
This MSR resiliency opens a third demonstration pathway that refocuses safety 
adequacy on containment of credible accidents, precluding the need for complete 
probability information. This approach would be especially useful for early 
prototype plants which lack sufficient performance data to take advantage of 
higher fidelity, data-driven risk modeling. This webinar will describe the current 
status and comparative advantages of the three alternative MSR safety adequacy 
demonstration pathways.

Meet the Presenter:
Dr. David E. Holcomb is a distinguished member of the 
technical staff and distinguished inventor at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL). Dr. Holcomb currently represents 
the U.S. and serves as a vice chair of the provisional system 
steering committee for the Generation IV International Forum 
on MSRs, chairs the American Nuclear Society’s working group 
developing a design safety standard for liquid fueled MSRs 
(ANS 20.2), and provides technical oversight of DOE's 
university projects on MSRs.

 Join us on August 26, 2020 
for the next                    webinar 

Molten Salt Reactor Safety Evaluation – A US Perspective 
Reactor safety is evaluated to demonstrate that a plant’s operation does not present significant 
additional risk to the life and health of the public. Reactor safety evaluation historically focused on 
maintaining adequate containment of radionuclides during the maximum credible accident. 
However, as progressively larger light water-cooled reactors (LWRs) were developed in the 1960s, 
the increased potential for catastrophic accidents necessitated expanding the safety adequacy from 
the containment of radionuclides under all conditions to the prevention of accidents and the 
mitigation of their consequences.  Either a deterministic or probabilistic pathway could be taken to 
demonstrate the safety adequacy for US molten salt reactors (MSRs). The deterministic pathway 
relies on adapting accepted minimum design criteria for LWRs to MSRs, whereas the probabilistic 
pathway relies on adequately modeling the risks of MSR accidents to discern what can occur, how 
likely it is to occur, and the consequences of its occurrence. MSR designs as envisioned have a 
readily apparent high degree of passive safety. Their combination of low pressure, low stored 
energy within containment, negative reactivity feedback, and effective passive decay heat removal 
substantially reduces the potential for cascading and escalating events. This MSR resiliency opens 
a third demonstration pathway that refocuses safety adequacy on containment of credible 
accidents, precluding the need for complete probability information. This approach would be 
especially useful for early prototype plants which lack sufficient performance data to take 
advantage of higher fidelity, data-driven risk modeling. This webinar will describe the current status 
and comparative advantages of the three alternative MSR safety adequacy demonstration 
pathways. 

Free webcast 
August 26, 2020 at 8:30 am (EDT) (UTC -4)  

 

Register NOW at  
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/regi
ster/9014722520819633932  

Who should attend: policy makers, 
managers, regulators, students, general 
public 

Meet the Presenter...   

Dr. David E. Holcomb is a distinguished member of the technical staff and 
distinguished inventor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).  Dr. Holcomb 
currently represents the U.S. and serves as a vice chair of the provisional 
system steering committee for the Generation IV International Forum on 
MSRs, chairs the American Nuclear Society’s working group developing a 
design safety standard for liquid fueled MSRs (ANS 20.2), and provides 
technical oversight of DOE's university projects on MSRs.  Dr. Holcomb is a 
past chair of the American Nuclear Society’s Human Factors, Instrumentation, 
and Controls Division.  Dr. Holcomb has been a staff member at ORNL for more 
than 25 years and is currently a member of the Reactors and Nuclear Systems 
Division.  Dr. Holcomb has in the past served as the ORNL team lead for space 
reactor instrumentation as part of the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter program.  He 
has served as an Adjunct Assistant Professor at the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, in the Nuclear Engineering Department since 1995 and is a current 
member of the nuclear engineering program advisory board for the Ohio State 
University. 

 

The Generation IV International Forum invites you to attend web-based lectures on the next generation of nuclear 
energy systems and other cross-cutting subjects. Join internationally recognized subject matter experts and leading 
scientists in the nuclear energy arena for these short presentations. 

Upcoming Webinars 

22 September 2020 Integrated Energy Systems Laboratory Initiative, Dr. Shannon Bragg-Sitton, INL 
28 October 2020 Global Potential for Small and Microreactor Systems to Provide Electricity,  

Dr. Amy Schweikert, Colorado School of Mines, USA 

19 November 2020 Neutrino and Gen IV Reactor Systems, Prof. Jonathan Link, Virginia Tech, USA 

For more information, please contact: Patricia Paviet at patricia.paviet@pnnl.gov or visit the GIF website at 
www.gen-4.org 

 

Upcoming Webinars  

October 19, 2016                      Closing the Fuel Cycle 

November 22, 2016          Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Design 

Date                             Webinar Title    

 

Dr. John E. Kelly is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear  

Reactor Technologies in the Office of Nuclear Energy, U.S.  

Department of Energy.  He is responsible for the U.S. civilian nuclear 

reactor research and development portfolio, which includes programs 

on Small Modular Reactors, Light Water Reactor sustainability, and 

Generation IV reactors.  His office also is responsible for the design, 

development, and production of radioisotope power systems,  

principally for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

missions.  In the international arena, Dr. Kelly is the immediate past chair of the Genera-

tion IV International Forum and the former chair of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency’s Standing Advisory Group on Nuclear Energy.  Prior to joining the Department 

of Energy in 2010, Dr. Kelly spent 30 years at Sandia National Laboratories where he was 

engaged in a broad spectrum of research programs in nuclear reactor safety, advanced 

nuclear energy technology, and national security.  Dr. Kelly received his B.S. degree in 

nuclear engineering from the University of Michigan in 1976 and his Ph.D. in nuclear engi-

neering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1980. 

Meet the Presenter... Dr. John E KellyDr. John E KellyDr. John E KellyDr. John E Kelly    

GEN IV Webinars 

The Generation IV International Forum invites you to attend web-based lectures on the 

next generation of nuclear energy systems (Sodium Fast Reactor, Supercritical Water 

Reactor, Molten Salt Reactor, Very High Temperature Reactor, Lead Fast Reactor, and 

Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor) and other cross-cutting subjects such as Thorium Fuel Cycle, 

and Nuclear Fuel and Materials that have been developed by internationally recognized 

subject matter experts and leading scientists in the nuclear energy arena.  These short 

presentations (60 to 90 minutes) have been selected to strengthen the participant’s 

knowledge of advanced reactor systems and related subjects.  
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Please plan to join us for the next GEN IV webinar on 

Atoms for peace —The next generation 
Who should attend: 

Policy Makers, Managers, Regulators, Students, General Public 

Lecture Overview: This webinar provides a historical perspective on the Atoms for 

Peace program, which launched the development of nuclear power around the globe, and 

describes the current outlook for the development and deployment on the next genera-

tion of nuclear power (Generation IV).  

Free Webcast: Thursday, September 29, 2016 at 8:30 am EDT (UTC-4)  

Register NOW at: 

For more information, please contact:  Patricia Paviet at patricia.paviet@nuclear.energy.gov  

or visit the GIF website at https://www.gen-4.org 

 

https://gif.jaea.go.jp/webinar/index_eng.html#webinar044
https://gif.jaea.go.jp/webinar/index_eng.html#webinar044


1. Functional Containment Provides Performance-Based Evaluation of 
Radionuclide Retention

Example of containment system employed at Molten Salt Reactor Experiment 
(MSRE) are explained.

2. MSRs Present Different Safety Analysis Challenges Than Other Reactor Classes
Specific safety features due to radionuclides distributed system and less 
operating experience are summarized.



3. MSRE Employed MCA for Siting Evaluation
Safety adequacy of MSRE was evaluated by a combination of hazard assessment 
and containment of the maximum credible accident(MCA)

4. MSRs Retain the Potential of Containing All Credible Accidents At Any Scale
Perspective of safety assurance of MSR as well as challenging  points are explained



5. Qualified Fuel Salt is Key to Reliably Modeling MSR Performance
It is important to understand the chemical and physical behavior of the fuel salt 
adequately to model its performance in both normal and accident conditions

MSR Safety Adequacy Evaluation Capabilities Are Advancing on Many Fronts
The present status of capability with some challenging points are summarized.




